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Citizen’s Report on the Year Two of the NDA II government
Joint civil society review of the government performance across multiple sectors
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Inside the report

Since 2005, the annual citizens’ review of the Union Government has been documented by WNTA to incorporate people’s 
voices and expert opinions on development themes

…  Report is located in the pandemic context and its health and socio-economic impact

33 chapters 

Economy

Human Rights and Inequality

Inclusion of the Marginalized 
communities

State plans – public provisions

1

2

3

4

covering 14 communities &
19 thematic areas

Examination of key 
interventions and 
policies during

May 2020  
to

April 2021  

Recommendations 
&
Policy Asks for moving 
forward 

This year, the report contains
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Handling of COVID – can it be any worse?

3 million cases 
418,000 deaths 

Official Estimates
30 million cases 
3 million deaths 

More likely scenario

The more likely scenario as estimated by Center for Global Development, a Washington Research Institute
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/20/world/asia/india-covid-pandemic-excess-deaths.html

Strict lockdown at a short 
notice was a systemic failure 
that overlooked the 
marginalized and vulnerable, 

resulted in an exodus of 11.4 
million migrant workers and 

at least 971 non-COVID 

deaths 

Vaccine shortages are due to lack of planning, demand outstripping production and could have been avoided if the 
government had invoked compulsory licensing.
– Healthcare: The failed promise of universal healthcare

The collective 
complacency and poor 
preparedness led to the 
horrors of the second 
wave 
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55 journalists
faced arrest for 
COVID-19 reporting

Arbitrary arrests, excessive force, unfair trials and impunity of the perpetrators

142/180

Ranking in press freedom 
index fell to

84 year old Stan Swamy died under 
custody; others still in jail under 
evidence that is ‘malware planted’?

faced intense intimidation 
and at least 9 students  
peacefully protesting were 
jailed under counter 
terrorism and sedition laws

Dissent disallowed 

Citizenship 
Amendment Act

70%
of all global internet 
shutdowns were in
India (369 instances)
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Even after the desperate 
economic situation, the 
budgetary allocations were 

under utilized 
&

had no plans for 
employment generation or 
boosting consumption but 
focused on infrastructure 
development and private 
sector

24%

1%

India’s GDP contracted by 
almost

Despite soaring 
unemployment,

the 
Union Budget 2021-22

by official figures, but the 
economists assert that the fall 

is much greater at 50% if we 

take the informal sector into 
account. 

overall central 
expenditure fell by

42-year low in GDP,  45-year high unemployment, 5 % BPL increase in 42 years, Rs 3000/pm income   

Economy is in dire situation, India down in many global indicators 
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7 lakh crores
Inequality

Is the increase in wealth 

of top 11 billionaires 
during the world’s 
stringent lockdown 
while the number of 

poor has doubled from

Inequality, new laws and state of civil society

have exposed Indian agriculture 
to active commercial 
engagement and farmers 
protests from 26th November

New farm laws

The new FCRA regulations place 
undue burdens in IT, Bankjng and 
crippled the civil society. It has 
prohibited collaborations within the 
sector and killed the community-
based organizations

Civil Society Silenced

6 – 13.5 crores
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Vulnerabilities aggravated, marginalized faced access challenges

“We know that in any crisis, the young and the most vulnerable suffer disproportionately. Schools are closed, parents are out of work 
and families are under growing strain."

86% of SCs found not being covered 

under the Ayushman Bharat scheme 
providing free testing and treatment 
for COVID-19

76% of NT-DNT households didn’t 

receive government ration &

59% of their children reported 

attending no online classes all year

In the informal sector, only people 
registered under welfare boards got 
relief under the 

20-lakh crore Atma Nirbhar

package

Childline India – a govt helpline has 

90000+ SOS calIs in 11 days of 

the country’s shutdown

Only 7.6% of Persons with 

Disabilities got extra payments for 
COVID-19 relief as announced under 
the pension scheme

17 million women were left 

jobless during lockdown- even after 
phased re-opening labour force shrunk 

further by 13% for women
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Recovery delayed, progress uncertain

“In an attempt to improve its record on the ease of doing business index, the government is trying to change 

environmental and forest regulations. These changes ….minimize public engagement and provide ex-post facto 

approval to industries set up before necessary approvals”
- Environment: Industry Before Environment

20% of people who lost 

work during the pandemic are 
still unemployed and many 
studies show high levels of 
borrowing and rise in 
indebtedness

1 out of 10 
children feared to 
permanently drop out of 
schooling and affording 
a mobile phone for 
online classes increased 
the economic burden on 
families, particularly 
those with multiple 
children
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Policy Asks

COVID CESS: Impose a 2 percent COVID-19 cess on individuals earning more than 2 crore per 
annum

Increased engagement and support to CSOs to expand and work together to reach the last mile 
communities

People’s vaccination policy with a vaccine that is free, procured at a low regulated price centrally 
and distributed equitably to halt the pandemic

A full-scale safe school reopening plan to ensure pre-school and 12 years to all children

“The draft policy for Migrant Workers penned by the NITI Aayog is a step in the right direction. The policy needs to 
be finalized after due consultations and given teeth and powers through financial allocations and units within the 
ministry of labour for implementation”
- Migrant Workers Hidden in Plain Sight

Key policy asks to promote health, development and economic recovery
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Policy Asks

Digital Equality: improved digital infrastructure, access to equipment, training and support to 
overcome challenges, security and protection. 

Enact a National Health Rights Act, enable the right to healthcare and commit to spending of 2.5 
percent of GDP for health

Recognize informal workers as ‘essential service provider’ and create an official database in terms 
of who they are and build statutory protection and regulation frameworks for both self employed 
and daily wage labourers

Focus on allied services that contribute a significant share to the rural income, especially in 
rainfed/dryland areas

“It is important to strengthen community-based child protection mechanisms to identify vulnerable children who 
are either out of school/drop outs or on the verge of engaging in child labour. Strengthening the community-level 
child protection system for children to report violence safely, including when schools are closed, is also crucial.”
– Child Rights: Low Investments Aggravate Inequalities
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